It’s been nearly two decades [sic] since Lambchop released its first album, at the time pronouncing itself “Nashville’s most fucked-up country band.” Provocative it may have been, but the description made sense: at the heart of all that ruckus was a band at once defying and embracing the musical legacy of its hometown. Since then, Lambchop has evolved into an accomplished ensemble, adding palpable depth and substance to singer-songwriter-guitarist Kurt Wagner’s songs - and the band sounds as commanding as ever on its 11th album, Mr M, a collection of meditations on love and loss and the detritus of everyday existence. - hotelcongress.com

As The Range, Tucson’s weekly daily dispatch put it, “Lambchop Are Coming to Tucson. You Should Be Excited.”

+ + + + +

Thanks to Jim Blackwood; Jamison Waddell; and doses for sharing the show at Dime.

doses noted:

We got the soundboard left and right channels, put a splitter on the kick drum mic so there was a direct kick channel for post production [centers the sound stage], and then arrayed five other very classy microphones in the right stage locations for maximum coverage.

Lineage:
8 channel capture at 24bit 96k (2x SD 744Ts) - SBD/FOH Mix, Kick direct, and 5 channels of stage mics
Studio mix down (using Sequoia) and SRC to 16bit 44.1k (using iZotope RX2 Advanced)
Recorded, Mixed and Mastered by Jim Blackwood with assistance from Jamison Waddell
Disc 1
01. Give It 5:03
02. If Not I’ll Just Die 4:20
03. 2B2 5:03
04. The Good Life (is wasted) 3:06
05. Kind Of 5:23
06. Gone Tomorrow 5:26
07. Betty’s Overture 3:22
08. Mr Met 7:23
09. Nice Without Mercy 5:09
10. Buttons 5:05
11. Never My Love 3:14
12. Band introductions 4:20
13. Interrupted 5:25
63 mins

Kurt Wagner - guitar, vocals
Tony Crow - piano
Matt Swanson - bass
Ryan Norris - organ, guitar
Scott Martin - drums
Dutch Worthington - FOH sound mix

Disc 2
01. My Blue Wave 9:50
02. N.O. 4:50
03. Soaky In The Pooper 4:12
04. Talk and improv song 5:09
05. Magnificent Obsession 4:58

Soundcheck
06. The Good Life (is wasted) 6:20
07. Kind Of 6:34
08. Gone Tomorrow 6:55
09. Mr Met 8:36
10. N.O. 4:38
11. talk 5:16
68 mins

Trade Freely. Not For Sale.